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FZ FORZA AERO X3 

FZ FORZA AERO X9 SPIN

FZ FORZA AERO X7 

FZ FORZA AERO X10

FZ220006
50% CARBON, 50% GLASS FIBER

FZ220008
100% CARBON

FZ220007
100% CARBON

FZ220009
100% CARBON

FZ FORZA Aero X3 has a large sweetspot giving 
players perfect possibilities to control each stroke. 
The combination of soft EVA foam and head heavy 
balance creates a good balance between control and 
power. 

FZ FORZA X9 SPIN is a perfect racket if you look 
for spin and control. The teardrop shape optimize the 
balance between control and power. With 3D printed 
surface and extra top frame protection you get a top 
racket made of 100% graphite.

FZ FORZA Aero X7 has a large sweetspot giving 
players perfect possibilities to control each stroke. 
The combination of soft EVA foam and medium bal-
ance creates a racket very easy to handle and where 
players have optimized control.

FZ FORZA X10 is a head ligth balanced and round 
shaped racket with perfect control optimized by the 
3D printed surface. The hard EVA foam helps the 
players generate some power as well. A top padel 
racket for great players.

WEIGHT 360 +/-10 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 355 +/-10 g

SHAPE Teardrop

FOAM Hard

WEIGHT 360 +/-10 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 365 +/-10 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Hard
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FZ FORZA BLAST SPIN

FZ FORZA POWER FZ FORZA THUNDER

FZ FORZA BRAVE POWER FZ FORZA BLAST POWER

FZ FORZA BLAZE

FZ220017
100% CARBON

FZ220016
50% CARBON, 50% GLASS FIBER

FZ220004
50% CARBON, 50% GLASS FIBER

FZ220028
100% CARBON

FZ220018
100% CARBON

FZ220005
100% CARBON

FZ FORZA Blast Spin is for the players looking for a 
good combination between spin and power. The 3D 
printed surface gives the player a very good grip of 
the ball which gives the player a lot of spin and perfect 
control. The racket is made of 100% graphite and has 
extra protection in the top of the frame.

FZ FORZA Power is a really good choice for begin-
ners. The weight, balance and soft EVA foam makes 
it a very good racket for beginners. This racket makes 
it easy to control the ball. All in all, a really good be-
ginner racket.

FZ FORZA Thunder is a good choice for beginners. 
The round head shape gives a large sweetspot with 
good chances to control your strokes very well. Com-
bined with a weight of 360 grams the balance be-
tween power and control is mixed perfectly for new 
and/or hobby players.

FZ FORZA Brave Power is a real power racket. The 
weigth and head heavy balance helps you to generate 
maximum power. The racket os made of 100% graph-
ite and have extra frame protection. A really good 
racket for the powerfull player.

FZ FORZA Blast Power is for the player with high 
focus on power. The weight at around 360 grams cre-
ates a lot of power, but with the middle soft EVA foam 
and medium balance you also keep good control. The 
racket is made of 100% graphite and extra protection 
in the top of the frame.

FZ FORZA Blaze is a good choice for all-round play-
ers. The teardrop shape and medium balance makes 
the racket a good choice for players looking for great 
control without losing their powerfull strokes. The 
racket is made of 100% graphite.

WEIGHT 355-370 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 350-365 g

SHAPE Teardrop

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 360 +/-10 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 360-375 g

SHAPE Teardrop

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 355-370 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 355 +/-10 g

SHAPE Teardrop

FOAM Soft
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FZ FORZA BRACE POWER FZ FORZA BRACE SPIN

FZ220020
100% WOVEN CARBON 18K

FZ220019
100% WOVEN CARBON 18K

FZ FORZA Brace Power - a top padel racket. The 
hard EVA and head heavy balance creates a lot of 
power. With the 18K woven graphite and rough sur-
face you also have the perfect control. A perfect racket 
for players looking for the perfect game.

FZ FORZA Brace Spin - a top padel racket. The di-
amond shape and head heavy balance creates a lot 
of power. With the 18K woven graphite, 3D printed 
surface and soft EVA foam you also have the perfect 
control. A perfect racket for players looking for power 
and spin.

WEIGHT 360-375 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Hard

WEIGHT 360-375 g

SHAPE Diamond

FOAM Soft

FZ FORZA AMAZE POWER 2.0

FZ213790
100% CARBON

FZ FORZA Amaze Power 2.0 is a really good choice 
for beginners. The racket helps you generate power 
and the rough surface combined with soft EVA foam 
helps you control the ball. All in all, a really good be-
ginner racket.

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Teardrop

FOAM Soft

FZ FORZA AMAZE SPINFZ FORZA ULTRA POWER 2.0 FZ FORZA ULTRA SPIN

FZ220014
100% CARBON

FZ213791
100% WOVEN CARBON 3K

FZ220015
100 % WOVEN CARBON 3K

FZ FORZA Amaze Spin 2.0 is a really good racket 
for all kind of players. The racket helps you generate 
power and a 3D printed rough surface in combination 
with the EVA soft foam helps you to control the ball. 
With 100% 3K woven graphite material your get a re-
ally good quality racket.

FZ FORZA Ultra Power 2.0 is for the player with 
high focus on power. The combination of the soft EVA 
foam, 3D printed surface and a weight of 360 grams 
makes the racket extremely nice to play with. The 
racket is made of 3K wowen graphite to optimize the 
quality of the racket.

FZ FORZA Ultra Spin 2.0 is a really good racket for 
all kind of players. The 3D printed rough surface in 
combination with the hard EVA foam gives you a lot 
of power combined with good control. With 3K woven 
graphite material your get a really good quality racket.

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Teardrop

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Teardrop

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Teardrop

FOAM Hard
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FZ FORZA POWER WOMANFZ FORZA SPIN WOMAN FZ FORZA FURIOUS POWER

FZ FORZA X-POWER

FZ220012
100% CARBON

FZ220011
100% CARBON

FZ220035
50% CARBON, 50% GLASS FIBER

FZ220036
50% CARBON, 50% GLASS FIBER

FZ FORZA Power Woman is for the player with high 
focus on power. The hard EVA foam and diamond 
shape creates a lot of power, but with the weight of 
360 grams the racket is still quite easy to handle and 
play with. The racket is made of 100% graphite.

FZ FORZA Spin Woman is for the player focusing 
on playability. The soft EVA foam and rough surface 
gives the player a perfect touch and control. A racket 
easy to handle and play with. The racket is made of 
100% graphite.

FZ FORZA Furious Power is a really good choice 
for beginners and middle leveled players. The round 
shape and the soft EVA foam helps you control the 
game. All in all, a really good all-round racket.

FZ FORZA X-Power is a good racket for middle 
leveled players looking for both power and control. 
The round shape and the soft EVA foam helps you 
control the game and the weight helps create good 
power.

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Diamond

FOAM Hard

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 350-365 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 355-370 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Soft

FZ FORZA FURIOUSFZ FORZA BLAZE SPIN

FZ220030
GLASS FIBER

FZ220029
GLASS FIBER

FZ FORZA Furious is a good entry price racket. The 
balance, weight and material of teh rackets is made 
to create a good playability for new and/or hobby 
players.

FZ FORZA Blaze spin is a good choice for beginners. 
The semi rough surface helps to control your strokes. 
Combined with a weight of 360 gr. the balance 
between power and control is mixed perfectly for new 
and/or hobby players.

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Teardrop

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Teardrop

FOAM Soft
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FZ FORZA PADEL BAG CLASSIC FZ FORZA PADEL BAG SUPREME

FZ213774
SIZE: 24 X 29,5 X 56 CM (W X H X L)
RACKETS: 6 PCS.

FZ213775
SIZE: 22 X 29,5 X 57 CM (W X H X L)
RACKETS: 6 PCS.

1001 BLACK
01109 OLYMPIAN BLUE

FZ FORZA SUPREME POWER V2FZ FORZA CLASSIC POWER V2 FZ FORZA THUNDER JUNIOR

FZ220002
100% CARBON

FZ220001
50% CARBON, 50% GLASS FIBER

FZ220013
50% CARBON, 50% GLASS FIBER

FZ FORZA Supreme Power V2 is for the player with 
high focus on power. The combination of the hard EVA 
foam, the round shape, and a weight of 360 grams 
creates a lot of power. The racket is made of 100% 
graphite to optimize the control of all your strokes.

FZ FORZA Classic Power V2 is a really good choice 
for beginners. The diamond shape of the racket helps 
you generate power and the EVA soft foam helps you 
control the ball. All in all, a really good beginner racket.

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Diamond

FOAM Hard

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Diamond

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 340-350 g

SHAPE Round

FOAM Soft
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BRACE PADEL M

LEANDER PADEL  M

BRACE PADEL W

LEANDER PADEL  W

Specialized X-support design at heel provides extra protection. Durable toe box from 
medial to lateral side gives the consistant protection. Comfortable fitting with good 
quality grip.

New Padel version of the Leander shoes with a high performance outsole matching 
the needs of the padel court. Combined with a new hotmelt & mesh upper the fitting, 
comfort and functionality of this new padel model is really good.

Specialized X-support design at heel provides extra protection. Durable toe box from 
medial to lateral side gives the consistant protection. Comfortable fitting with good 
quality grip.

New Padel version of the Leander shoes with a high performance outsole matching 
the needs of the padel court. Combined with a new hotmelt & mesh upper the fitting, 
comfort and functionality of this new padel model is really good.

FZ220021
SIZES: 37-46 

FZ214033
SIZES: 37-46

FZ220022
SIZES: 37-42

FZ214034
SIZES: 36-42
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FZ FORZA PADEL GAME BALL

FZ302978
3 PCS.

A good padel ball for all kind of players. The yellow 
felt material is 45% wool needle felt and rubber is high 
quality, which creates a very good and durable ball.

Top quality padel ball for all kind of players and tour-
naments. The yellow felt material is 60% wool nee-
dle felt and rubber is high quality, which creates an 
extremely good and durable ball. Top ball from FZ  
FORZA.

FZ FORZA PADEL PREMIUM BALL

FZ303003
3 PCS.

FZ PADEL PROTECTION TAPE BALL CART

FZ220056 FZ223713



FZ TECHNOLOGIES

PADEL TECHNOLOGY

This racket is made of a combination bewteen graphite and glass fiber. The frame is graphite and the surface 
and hitting area are both glass fiber.

This racket is made of 100% graphite, which gives the player really good playability.

A 12k graphite is a tight wowen graphite which creates a really high graphite quality and gives players a really 
good racket with perfect playability and durability.

The top quality for padel rackets. Best graphite, best durability and best playability. The best material you can 
get!

A soft eva means that the eva foam inside the racket is quite soft. This gives the player a really good touch and 
nice feeling when playing.

Rackets with hard eva inside insure that the touch is very fast and accurate. Here the player has good chances 
of hitting the ball hard and with lots of power.

The rackets marked with the “x-spin” logo all have a more rough surface than basic rackets. This gives players 
a better chance to “grab” the ball and create a lot of spin while playing.

If “x-protection” is marked on the racket it means that an extra frame protection is added on top of the frame from 
production. This protection helps to protect the racket when hitting the ground or wall.

The head light rackets gives players a very easy handling and really nice feeling. Your movements are faster, 
and this helps your control while playing.

Medium balanced rackets are a balance between the optimized handling from head light rackets and the more 
powerfull head heavy rackets.

The head heavy rackets gives the player maximum power. When hitting the ball you will create more power with 
a head heavy racket.

The 3k wowen graphite rackets also consists of 100% graphite. The benefit of the 3k wowen graphite makes the 
racket stronger and more durable.





Saltebakken 29 · DK-9900 Frederikshavn · Tel.: +45 3511 4555 · info@racket-group.dk · www.fz-forza.com

www.facebook.com/FZFORZA.International


